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With the development of the portable devices and sensors by 2020 50 billion devices [1] can
be connected to the internet. This enormous increase of devices generates more and more data
that has to be transmitted over the network. Conventional content distribution approaches use
client-server topology, where one server or a group of server serve all the clients. The main
drawbacks of this technology are poor scalability, which can lead to bad Quality of Service
(QoS) in case of high client number. The servers are placed at the edge of the network, usu-
ally physically far away from the clients, which increases the latency of the network and the
server is being a single point of failure. Lately a shift to Peer-to-Peer (P2P) topology can be ob-
served. This alternative topology has several beneficial properties. A fully distributed network
is self-scalable, since the more participant in the network means more data source in addition
the participant are located in the network, closer to each other. Both characteristic can lower
the delay and increase the throughput. In most cases creating fully distributed networks are
technically not possible. A minimal central intelligence is needed to store a list of available
peers in the network, else the peers cannot find each other. This central intelligence can be a
single point of failure, but these servers are lightweight, easy to be replaced, and do not store
any important data. The conventional web browsers use HTTP protocol to transfer data. The
protocol is designed to be used only in client-server topology. Providers use expensive content
distribution networks (CDN) for serving static content to load balance their services and lower
the serve time. There have been several attempts to achieve browser-based P2P data distribu-
tion without installing any browser plugins. Among the first attempts was Adobe with Flash
Player based RTMP protocol, which later was replaced with RTMFP [2] protocol. This can be
considered a semi solution, since Flash Player is usually installed on the computer of the user.
The first pure JavaScript based technology was Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC) [3],
that offers a several protocols for streaming media directly from browser to another browser.
The standardization of the protocol still not finished since 2011, but Chrome, Firefox and Opera
already implement it. Using these technologies for P2P content distribution, several companies
and libraries were created [4] [5] [6].
In this paper we investigated the methods, how browser based P2P streaming can be achieved
with the help of WebRTC. In our work we focus not just on data distribution, but efficient data
distribution. We have applied network coding [7], specifically Random Linear Network Cod-
ing (RLNC) in the network, due to its beneficial characteristics, mainly its rate-less nature and
its recode ability to create new coded data without having the whole original data. Further-
more, the coding already proved its ability in P2P environment [8] [9] [10]. We propose two
protocols for efficient browser based P2P content streaming. The first protocol called WebPeer
protocol for distributed content distribution. Based on this protocol, we design an extended
protocol, called CodedWebPeer that support RLNC encoded packets. Both protocols make pos-
sible to download the data parallel from the server and from other peers as well. Using our
protocol, a testbed is implemented to investigate the characteristic of the protocols. We have
carried out several measures in different scenarios. We have investigated the impact of the net-
work size and the clients’ storage size on QoS in the network. Both parameter turned out to
be important, since low storage size limits the possibilities of sharing content in a distributed
network. Small network size limits the number of potential partners.
Through our results, we show that modern browsers are capable of maintaining P2P con-
nections and carrying out complex network coding calculations. We show that employing our
protocols for data streaming, more than 300% network throughput can be archived, comparing
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to conventional server-client topology. We analyze the impact of the two parameters on the
network throughput. We show that our CodedWebPeer performs at least as good as our WebPeer
and is much less sensible for the change of the network size and the clients’ storage size.
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